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banjo kazooie's success was partly because of the development team. after banjo kazooie was released, the team behind the game went on to form lionhead studios, now known as microsoft game studios, where they developed several successful games, such as the popular fable series and the
highly-acclaimed black & white. banjo kazooie is a side-scrolling platformer in which players must help the main characters rescue 24 animals. unlike the games of the 90's, however, it featured cooperative play, allowing the player to play as banjo and kazooie simultaneously, as well as online
multiplayer, which was a new feature for the nintendo 64. banjo kazooie is primarily a platformer. it features a number of elements unique to the game. for one thing, banjo and kazooie, the protagonists, have the ability to run at high speeds by jumping. because the game is played on a side-

scrolling basis, the environment is always visible, unlike the case with side-scrollers such as donkey kong country or super mario 64, where the player is in a darkened environment, and must make their way through by inspecting the environment. the game also features a distinctive art style, with
its bright colors and bold lines. finally, the game is centered around the concept of a "collect-a-thon", where the player must collect a variety of powerups to get to the next level. each collectable item serves a purpose in the game. for example, eggs can be used to break open crates; the golden

feathers can be used to add health; and the red feathers can be used to open note doors, which lead to new areas of the game.
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tooty suggests banjo and kazooie have a day off from the action. however, tooty tells them that grunty is planning to do something dangerous, and that banjo and kazooie should stop her. banjo and kazooie travel to the isle of the deep and defeat the pirate, lolo, and his pirate ship. they return to
find the isle of the deep has been reclaimed by the crown. tooty and lolo share a celebratory drink. when the moonlight glistens over the peaceful forest, banjo and kazooie look out over the night sky. for their love story, banjo and kazooie watch as they have a romantic time together. the next

morning, tooty brings them a gift from lolo. she tells them that lolo has been kidnapped by grunty, and that they need to free him. the duo sets off to rescue lolo, meeting with another pirate, chunky. banjo and kazooie travel to grunty's lair and find her, but she tricks them and sends them to the
temple of goo to rescue the e3g stone. on their way to the temple of goo, the duo meet up with several other characters, including k-k-kamek, flatulent flatworm, and chunky. the latter informs them that he was kidnapped by grunty and is waiting for them to rescue him. however, grunty has

kidnapped the e3g stone too. banjo and kazooie travel into the temple of goo to confront grunty. after defeating grunty, banjo and kazooie travel to tooty's treehouse to rescue lolo. upon arriving, they find that tooty has been kidnapped by grunty. in her lair, they find tooty being held captive by
grunty, who had kidnapped all of tooty's friends. after tooty is freed and reunited with lolo, the two are freed from grunty's imprisonment. 5ec8ef588b
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